
NEW TECHNOLOGY OF
THE CORPORATE WORLD,
THE BASIS TO SUCCESS 

IN YOUR BUSINESS! 



j-Platform solution that Logo developed with new generation technologies adds another dimension to the user experience by 
combining the features such as role-based customizable desktop, intra-product search engine, etc. and app-in-app approach with 
aesthetic design while promising the efficient and effective management of all processes from supply to sale for enterprises.

Growing in a competitive workplace environment requires sharing the information both inside the company and all other channels 
including distributors in a fast and safe way. Increasing the efficiency of business processes is a necessity not to fall behind in 
the competition increasing with digitalization and technological developments. The flexible j-Platform which was designed by 
considering that the structure and business manner of any enterprise will not be same, and which may be designed in accordance 
with the needs of companies, enables you to model your business processes with many configuration options. You can include any 
function to j-Platform in accordance with the need of your enterprise and you can increase the number of concurrent users as 
you desire. With j-Platform which can be managed from a single center, the users of a company having headquarter and branch 
structuring at various locations can have remote access to the system concurrently and work in an intercorrelated way with each 
other. j-Platform enables you to communize your processes under miscellaneous organizations connected to group companies and 
receive consolidated reports.

With j-Platform which can be operated in integration with many new generation applications of Logo such as Human Resources, Job 
Analytics, Customer Relations Management, Workflow Management and e-Transformation solutions, you can find solutions for all 
needs of your enterprise and increase your work efficiency by improving your corporate processes. You can only buy the modules 
that you may need for your Human Resources processes and use them within j-Platform directly. You can enrich your standard ERP 
functions with the applications specific to your enterprise and sector.

With j-Platform’s rich modular structure;
• You can communize all processes of your companies while managing your group companies from a single center.
• You can manage the flexible campaigns allowing for increasing your sales efficiency while following your all sales 
processes on a single platform.
• You can make your dispatch planning based on vehicle capacity and distribution routes.
• You can reduce your costs by ensuring the full control of your resources within your process management.
• You can prepare your breakdowns such as progress payment, construction diary, bill of quantities, etc.
• You can manage your leasing, cash flow, credit transactions and financial investments.
• You can work with various account plans and prepare your UFRS/TFRS plans.
• You can create your income-expense budgets easily and make your allocation follow-up.
• You can manage your breakdown and protective maintenance processes for your company’s assets.



Create Your Own Desktop That Contains the Transactions That You Use 
j-Platform which was designed with new generation technologies by taking the intuitional and easy usage as basis, enables 
you to access all information in an easy and fast way thanks to its aesthetic desktop design and customizable feature. With 
j-Platform, you can define and group the most-frequently used transactions as shortcut as well as the default desktops 
incoming based on user role and collect them on the desktops which are specially created. j-Platform which offers the 
opportunity of customizing the shortcut keys with the aim of accelerating its users enables you to make changes to the 
shortcut commands as well.

Take the User Experience to a Different Dimension with Customizable and Aesthetic Interface
You can add new fields to forms in j-Platform and make easier searches. These features of j-Platform allow for user-based 
customization of forms which are developed with easy and fast visual adaption without the necessity of knowing the 
programming language. 



Reduce Your Investment Costs with the Flexible Structure of j-Platform
With j-Platform, you can work with a wide range of hardware platform and operating system. You can use j-Platform solution 
with current systems and licenses with any java supported web browser and without installing any additional software. In this 
way, you can reduce your hardware costs without the necessity of make additional investment.

Thanks to j-Platform’s technology, you can make investment at any time and any amount required and use the resources of 
your enterprise efficiently. You can increase the number of servers and make unlimited user identification in parallel with 
the growth of your company.

Moreover, the system performance of users is not affected since the big-scaled reports and collective procedures are conducted 
at the side of server and transmitted to the client.

The installation of j-Platform can be made in two models such as on-premise and private hosting:

In the on-premise model, the installation is made in the hardware provided by the company. If you are a company that has 
made an investment for server hardware and created your own teams, you can make the installation of j-Platform with this 
method and then, start to use your application in a fast way.

In the private hosting model, the installation of j-Platform is made in a special external media without the necessity of any 
hardware and maintenance investment. If you want to avoid from first investment and maintenance costs of hardware, you 
can receive hosting services for j-Platform from Logo or any service provider you desire.

j-Platform;
• It can be purchased based on one-time license fee or pay-as-you-go model.
• It is convenient to installation in two models such as on-premise and private hosting.
• The platform can be operated independently, and it provides hardware cost advantage.
• It enables its users to access the platform from everywhere through java supported web browser.
• It allows for conducting the collective procedures over the server without tiring the processor.
• It offers a wide range of integration opportunity.

j-Platform enables you to follow all your business processes out of the office and 
access the information you desire through java supported web browser at any time 
and any place.
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You can manage and follow business processes of your company such as Supply, 
Sales, Distribution, Finance, and Accounting etc.

Manage Your Processes Such as Installation, Maintenance or Update from A Single Center
The version upgrades and maintenance activities can be also managed from a single center since the installation is made on 
a single center. All users who will connect to center following the version updates or maintenance activity may access the 
current version of the product. Therefore, the follow-up of issues which are important in terms of existence of enterprises 
such as security settings and backup procedures can be made from a single center as well as that the maintenance and 
management costs are kept at minimum level.

Put Your Sale and Distribution Strategies into Practice Swiftly with Rich Function Set of j-Platform 
You can manage all your sale and distribution processes in the most effective way with rich function set of j-Platform. You 
can easily conduct all procedures such as creating the necessary documents, making delivery on time, flexible price and 
promotion identifications, seller follow-up, planning the routes of distribution vehicles in the sale and distribution stage, etc. 
All expenses with respect to dispatch are recorded at expense centers in detail. Moreover, you can identify the distribution 
vehicles which will make the dispatch and easily follow their capacities and distribution routes.

j-Platform also enables you to manage the flexible campaigns which will increase your sales efficiency. You can receive the 
reports on campaign outcomes by defining promotion and score campaigns.



Use All Your Resources Efficiently in Your Project Management Processes with j-Platform
With j-Platform Project Management Module, you can save your projects into templates that you will create and associate 
the operations conducted in other program modules with your projects. j-Platform Project Management Module which has 
aroused interest, specifically in the construction industry, can be operated in integration with the other software solutions 
which are mainly used in the construction industry and other industries actively. Thanks to this integration, you can follow up 
your planned and actual costs within the system and thus, you can manage all your project resources such as time, money, 
human and material, etc. in a controlled way. As an addition to all these, you can follow the graphical summary of your 
projects on the interfaces such as Gantt Chart and PERT diagram.

Determine Right Strategies for Success with Effective Budget Management
With j-Platform Budget Management Module, you can revise and republish your budgets easily and you can make many 
identifications such as expense, income, cash inflow-outflow, etc. for each budget. You can identify relations between your 
budget items and projects and activities. With j-Platform Budget Management Module which allows for identifying calculation 
and control criteria for bill types, you can manage your budget records in various currencies. You can follow all appropriation 
within the process of budget and carry out the appropriation allocations to a specific organizational department on the 
interfaces easily and manage the procedures such as limiting the appropriation and removing the limit. You can display the 
planned appropriation amounts, current appropriation amount which is not used and planned budget exceeding and review 
the budget items and calculate the budget totals collectively. 

Work in Full Compliance with Regulation and International Accounting Standards
You can work in full compliance with current regulations and international accounting standards with j-Platform and make 
financial and fiscal reporting in accordance with the standards belonging to desired period. You can take your data access 
at every level under control with authorization and security features of j-Platform which allows for displaying the current 
information by following up financial activities in the most correct way. 

You can customize the predefined financial statements within the direction of your needs, access the procedures over slip 
records and download all foreign exchange rates on Logo portal easily. Moreover, you can create second account plan and 
thus, ensure the full coordination between institutions.

Make e-Transformation with j-Platform
j-Platform e-Transformation module which was developed in conformity with the standards determined by Revenue 
Administration (GIB) within the legal frame stipulated on issuing the invoices as electronic document, transmitting, keeping 
and submitting them electronically, enables you to issue the electronic documents having same legal qualities with paper 
invoice/dispatch note and transmit them electronically. With j-Platform e-Transformation Module, you can send e-Invoice, 
e-Archive and e-Ledger documents to Revenue Administration and transmit and respond your invoices and dispatch notes 
sent by Revenue Administration. With the integration of Mt-940 (International Standard Reconciliation Format), you can 
display your files including the account activities sent by banks and issued in your accounts over j-Platform.

Entrust the Management of Your Tender Processes to j-Platform
You can organize all your tender processes for sales and purchases and manage with your transactions such as the tenders that 
your enterprise participates or initiates, consortium and partnership identification easily with j-Platform Tender Management. 
You can follow your business processes such as electing the commission members and tender officers and identifying the 
targeted suppliers with respect to any tender over j-Platform interfaces. Moreover, the module allowing for determining the 
tender methods contains the fields for stating the conflict and cancellation reasons for tenders. Except these, you can conduct 
your operations requiring control such as the price offers, securities and warranties with respect to tenders on j-Platform. You 
can prepare the purchase and sale contracts easily with j-Platform Tender Management Module.
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Information Technology Workers Who Want to Customize Business Processes  
With j-Platform;

Integrate j-Platform to Your Company Systems With Service Focused Architecture.
With Service-Oriented Architecture of j-Platform solution, you can operate all your records on the application with external 
systems through Excel, XML and web services and you can import and export all data on the product in XML and Excel format. 
RESTful API is supported for web and mobile applications. If you develop your own applications or you want to integrate 
j-Platform with different applications, RESTful API is a great tool which provides standardization and easiness for developing 
web-based or mobile applications. Every function of product can be exported through web services. j-Platform system functions 
as the backbone during these operations and all software company can be connected to j-Platform system.

Carry Out Your Product Development Projects in an Integrated Structure Within the Company.
The needs, processes, and targets of all companies are different. The main aim is to offer an interface to users where they 
can fulfill all their needs and targets on a common platform. Logo Platform Tailor (LPT) developed with this aim is an open 
and scalable platform where the enterprises can make necessary developments specific to their needs. This platform is  
‘’Eclipse-based’’ and it can be easily learned with a short training and it is highly flexible and easy for software developers. You 
can create your own adaption/product development teams which may work on LPT platform, and develop your systems within 
an integrated structure by planning all your additional development projects in the installation within the direction of needs 
that continuously changing competition conditions after the project will cause.
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